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Abstract

A key question in attractiveness studies is the validity of the reported results outside the narrow confines of the experimental paradigm used. Does the range of physical features in a set of pictures used to test attractiveness judgments predict the individual ratings of each body? Or does each stimulus have an attractiveness value independent of the range of attractiveness found in the image set of which it is a part? An additional problem is that because participants are often shown a relatively large array of images in a short space of time, this may produce perceptual biases which could cause a short-term shift in attractiveness preferences which are not usually found in real life mate choice decisions.

To address this issue we asked 20 participants (10 male and 10 female) to judge the attractiveness of 20 digital photographs of female bodies. We then asked a different set of 400 people (who had not seen the body pictures) to judge the attractiveness of one of the bodies from the set (so each body was rated in isolation by 10 male and 10 female participants). We then compared the attractiveness judgement each body received when seen independently versus when it was seen within the context of a set of bodies. The results showed no significant difference between the two conditions which suggests that each body has an attractiveness value independent of the attractiveness of the other bodies with which it is viewed.

Keywords: Attractiveness ratings, Body Judgements, viewing context, contraction bias, adaptation.
1. Introduction

In laboratory studies of human attractiveness, whether of faces or bodies, a key potential confound is the methodology used to obtain attractiveness ratings. Most studies either ask participants to rank images from a small stimulus set, all of which are visible at any one time (e.g. Henss, 1995, 2002; Singh, 1993; Swami et al. 2006, 2012), or to rate a larger set of images, each presented separately in a random order, but with the participants having already been shown the whole set to acquaint them with the degree of variation in physical features (e.g. Fan et al., 2004; Furnham et al., 2005, 2006; Rilings et al., 2009; Smith et al., 2007a; Streeter & McBurney, 2004; Tovée et al., 1999, 2003). In both cases, it can therefore be argued that each face/body is rated in the context of the other faces/bodies within a given set, but that the rating of an individual face/body could be different if it were included in a different set of images. Critically, it is also possible that a participant might use a rating strategy and/or adapt their response scale to the specific task at hand; developing, on the fly, a heuristic which allows them to discriminate between the stimuli in given set, just for the sake of completing the task they have been given. For example, a participant might focus on a particular body feature which happens to show a great deal of variation in that particular set of images [such as body mass index (BMI) or waist-to-hip ratio (WHR)] and which can thus be used to efficiently differentiate between the images in their ratings. However, this may not be the strategy/feature they might otherwise use in actual attractiveness judgements during real world mate selection.

An additional problem is that because participants are often shown a relatively large array of images in a short space of time, this may cause sequential contraction bias. This is a transfer bias that occurs when observers judge the magnitude of a number of stimuli one directly after
another (Poulton, 1989). The previous stimulus becomes an additional reference magnitude against which the next stimulus is judged. Consequently, observers may underestimate the size of the difference between the previous stimulus and the next stimulus. Clearly, randomization of a very large stimulus set across a very large number of participants would very likely abolish such effects, as far as any central tendencies in the results are concerned. However, smaller stimulus sets with modest samples of participants – arguably the norm in such studies – might nevertheless be at risk, especially for some stimulus pairings where sequential contraction bias might be large (e.g. if an image representing the largest BMI in the set immediately follows an image representing the smallest BMI). Furthermore, when the range of responses available to a participant has an obviously recognisable centre, such as on a line or Likert scale (e.g. Swami and Tovée, 2012), observers may simply default to this centre value and ignore the ends of the scale. This value can then become the reference magnitude for responding so that observers increasingly select responses that are closer to the centre value than they would otherwise do (Poulton, 1989). Altogether, therefore, it is plausible that previously published laboratory based studies of human health and attractiveness may have been subject to one or more of these effects, possibly leading to poor face validity (Anastasi, 1988).

To address this (potential) problem, in the current study of human female physical attractiveness, we asked individual participants to judge just one image from a set of stimuli, but recruited a large number of participants so that each image could be rated many times. Rating images in isolation means that one participant’s judgement can only be made by comparing the given image to an internalized reference, and we can safely assume that this has been learnt over the course of their life time. Critically, this is of course the source of information we want to interrogate in the first place (Cornelissen et al., 2013, 2015; Rhodes,
et al., 2013; Robinson & Kirkham, 2013; Winkler and Rhodes, 2005). What participants will not be able to do is discover a temporary heuristic, which is based purely on arbitrary features distributed in a particular set of test images. As a second step in the current study, we compared these ‘single-shot’ results to a conventional paradigm in which a different set of participants saw the entire stimulus set first and then made sequential judgements about each of them, presented in random order, one after the other. If the ‘single-shot’ and conventional ‘multi-body’ data converge on the same pattern of results, we can have greater confidence in the validity and applicability of previous laboratory based studies.

2.0 Method

2.1 Sample size and stimuli

As stimuli, we used images of females as previous research has suggested a clear relationship between varying the BMI of the women in such images and the attractiveness ratings given to them (e.g. Tovée et al., 1998, Swami & Tovée, 2005; Smith et al., 2007b). Thus by varying the images along this dimension we expected to see a significant change in the ratings of different images. In our analysis, we also included WHR as an explanatory variable. WHR has been extensively used as a potential predictor of attractiveness judgements of female bodies (Fan et al., 2004; Furnham et al., 2005, 2006; Rilings et al., 2009; Streeter & McBurney, 2004) and although it is a comparatively weak predictor in studies using images of real women, it can have a significant effect in small image sets when the range of BMI is constrained (e.g. Tovée et al., 2002).

For the single-shot study we had to find a compromise between having as many images rated as possible, where each image would be rated individually by both male and female
observers, and making the study logistically feasible in terms of the total number of
participants to be recruited and tested – ours was not an online study. Our approach to solving
this problem was two-fold. First, we sought to minimize the number of parameters to be
estimated in any multiple regression model of attractiveness ratings. In general terms, sample
sizes tend to increase as the number of regression coefficients to be estimated increases.
Therefore, minimizing the number of parameters to be estimated should help to reduce the
required sample size for a given statistical poser, thereby making the study more logistically
feasible. However, for studies of physical attractiveness, there is a particular problem. If the
BMI of the women in the stimuli is allowed to vary as much as is typical in the general
population, e.g. ~12 to ~40, then attractiveness ratings are best described as an asymmetric
inverted U-shape function of BMI: attractiveness judgements increase rapidly from BMI ~12
to a peak at ~19, and then decrease more slowly from this peak towards a minimum at BMI
~40. From a statistical modelling point of view, this requires a third order polynomial for
BMI, comprising three parameter estimates. However, we can restrict the number of
parameters to be estimated for BMI to one, by selecting stimuli from the range ~19 to ~40
which corresponds to a linear decrease in attractiveness. This first criterion of a stimulus set
with a restricted BMI range was met by using the colour image database reported by Smith et
al. (2007a), which comprises 42 images whose BMI varies from 18.42 to 26.68.

The next question was how many images should be selected from this database as a stimulus
subset and still achieve adequate statistical power? Using the data from Smith et al., (2007a),
we found that a model with linear fits for BMI and WHR had an r-square of ~0.55, equating
to an effect size $r^2$ of 1.2. Based on this, to achieve a power (1-$\beta$) of 0.9 and an $\alpha$ of 0.05 in
the current single-shot study, we would need ~14 images to be rated. Therefore, for the
current study, we selected a subset of 20 images from Smith et al. (2007a) by evenly
sampling from the space described by a scatterplot of image WHR plotted as a function of BMI. The mean, minimum, maximum and standard deviation for BMI and WHR of the 20 images we selected were: BMI: M = 22.46, Min = 18.42, Max = 26.68, SD = 2.41; WHR: M = 0.75, Min = 0.68, Max = 0.84, SD = 0.043. Clearly, by deliberately restricting the BMI range of the stimuli in this way, there is the possibility that the relative ranges of BMI and WHR in the stimulus set may not reflect those in the general population. A bias like this should not affect the research question at hand because it applies equally to the data from the two methodologies. Nevertheless, to quantify it, we compared the ranges of BMI and WHR in the stimulus set to those observed in the Health Survey for England (HSE 2012), defined in terms of z-scores. For BMI the range in z-scores was -1.32 to 0.21 (difference = 1.52) and for WHR it was -1.54 to 0.75 (difference = 2.29). Therefore, relative to the population at large, there was a wider range of WHR in our stimulus set than there was for BMI. For the single-shot study, each image was rated once by 10 male and 10 female observers, with different sets of 20 participants (10 male, 10 female) assigned to each image, giving a total of 400 participants in all. The women in the images wore identical unsupportive flesh coloured vests and briefs to ensure standardised clothing. Additionally, their faces were blurred both for anonymity and to ensure participants only rate body attractiveness (and not facial attractiveness). Examples of our stimuli are shown in Figure 1 A.

2.2 Participants

For the single-shot study, 400 hundred students from the University of York (200 males) agreed to take part in the study, and were recruited by opportunity sampling face to face (this was not an online study). To ensure that cross cultural variation was controlled for, only participants who rated themselves as: White British, White Irish or White Other were asked to participate. This is due to research that shows that preferences for female attractiveness, in
particular with regards to weight and WHR, may be culturally dependent (e.g. Boothroyd et al., 2016; Furnham et al., 2002; Swami et al., 2012, 2013). The female participants' ages were M= 21.24 years, SD = 4.15 years and the males’ M = 21.81 years, SD = 5.34 years. For the multi-body study, 20 additional students were recruited (10 male). For this separate sample of observers, the participants' ages were M= 20.80 years, SD = 4.67 years and M = 21.33 years, SD = 4.91 years for females and males respectively.

### 2.3 Procedure

For the single-shot study the investigator showed each participant one image, printed in colour on an A4 sheet, and asked the participant to make two judgements about it. One was an attractiveness rating on a visual analogue scale (VAS) and the other was a two alternative forced choice (2AFC) decision (yes/no judgement). The VAS was 90mm in length, the left side was labelled 'very unattractive' and the right side 'very attractive'. Participants were asked to mark with a pencil line on this scale how attractive they perceived the image to be. The 2AFC judgement required the participant to decide categorically whether they found the woman in the image attractive or not. The 2AFC judgement was included in order to provide an estimate of reliability of attractiveness judgements in the single-shot data. The order in which participants made the VAS versus 2AFC ratings was counterbalanced across participants.

The multi-body experiment was run on a Windows PC using E-prime. The images were presented on a 17 inch LCD monitor (1280x1024-pixel resolution, 32-bit colour depth) viewed from a distance of about 60cm. First, all 20 images were presented in random order so that participants could become aware of the range of shapes, sizes, and features of the female volunteers in the stimuli. Then participants saw each image a second time, again presented in a random order, but this time for ten seconds after which they made a VAS judgement on a response sheet.
3.0 Results

3.1 Univariate data

It is clear from Table 1 that there is good agreement between the VAS and 2AFC methods of image rating as well as good agreement between male and female observers for the single-shot task. Similarly, for the multi-body sample, we calculated Cronbach’s alpha separately for male and female participants (i.e. 0.89 and 0.95 respectively), as well as the Pearson correlation between the mean males’ and females’ ratings per image (r = 0.95, p < .0001). In general, the pattern of results comparing male and female performance across the single-shot and multi-body studies suggest that males and females showed good agreement about the relative ranking of the attractiveness of the women in the stimuli. Therefore, we collapsed the single-shot and multi-body data across gender in order to simplify the further analyses.
3.2 Multivariate data

Figure 1B and 1C show plots of mean VAS attractiveness as a function of BMI and WHR respectively, separately for the multi-body (blue) and single-shot (red) datasets. Consistent with Smith et al. (2007a) and Tovée et al. (2003), in both of whose studies a restricted BMI range was used, we found linear reductions in attractiveness as both BMI and WHR increased. Moreover, the simple regression lines for BMI and WHR for the single-shot data lay entirely within the 95% confidence intervals for the multi-body data, leading us to expect no statistically significant differences between the modes of study.

Based on our stimulus selection, we assumed that only linear terms should be required for BMI and WHR in the dummy regression analysis reported below. To check this, we first analysed the single-shot and multi-body data separately, and tested whether there was any evidence for non-linearity for either BMI and/or WHR, by adding second order polynomial terms. We found no statistically significant evidence for non-linearity, and therefore only fitted linear terms in the analyses to follow.

We wanted to quantify the relationship between attractiveness ratings, BMI and WHR while simultaneously testing whether the method of study influences these relationships. If multi-body studies of human physical attractiveness have little ecological validity, then we should see a statistically significant effect of study method – i.e. a difference in the slope and/or intercept of the regression of attractiveness on BMI and WHR when comparing the fit for the single-shot data with the multi-body data. However, if the results from standard multi-body investigations of human physical attractiveness can be extrapolated to the real world, then we should see no significant effect of study method.

To do this we ran a multiple regression model in which we used dummy explanatory variables to code for the single-shot versus the multi-body datasets (Zar, 1984), and included
both BMI and WHR as continuous explanatory variables. We used PROC REG in SAS v9.4 (SAS Institute, North Carolina, US) to fit the following dummy regression model:

\[ y_i = (\beta_0 + \delta.d) + (\beta_1 + \beta_2).\text{BMI}_i + (\beta_3 + \beta_4).\text{WHR}_i + \epsilon_i \]

where: \( y_i \) is the outcome, i.e. estimated attractiveness for image \( i \), \( \epsilon_i \) is the model error, \( (\beta_0 + \delta.d) \) is the model intercept including the dummy term \( \delta.d \), \( (\beta_1 + \beta_2) \) is the regression coefficient for BMI, with \( \beta_2 \) as its dummy component, and \( (\beta_3 + \beta_4) \) is the regression coefficient for WHR, with \( \beta_4 \) as its dummy component. We chose the multi-body study as the control level, and set the dummy variables for it to zero accordingly. When the dummy variables are zero, the regression equation behaves as if the relationship between attractiveness, BMI and WHR is estimated for multi-body observers only. However, when the dummy variables are non-zero, both the coefficient \( \delta \) for the additional intercept component for single-shot observers and coefficients \( \beta_2 \) and \( \beta_4 \) for the additional slope component for single-shot observers are estimated. Note however, that in practice, all parameters are estimated simultaneously by PROC REG from the dummy regression model, using both datasets; it is not necessary to run separate models. If either \( \delta \) and/or \( \beta_2 \) and/or \( \beta_4 \) are statistically significantly different from zero, then this would mean that two separate regression lines (or, strictly speaking, regression planes) are required for an adequate fit for BMI/WHR; one for the single-shot data and another for the multi-body data. In this situation, we would have clear evidence that the two experimental methodologies produce different effects on observers’ judgements. However, if \( \delta \) and \( \beta_2 \) and \( \beta_4 \) are not statistically significantly different from zero, then single regression lines (i.e. a single regression plane) would provide an adequate fit to BMI and WHR for both data sets. In this alternative situation, we would have no evidence that the two experimental methodologies produce different effects on observers’ judgements.
The dummy regression model explained 58.3% of the variance in VAS attractiveness ratings. Consistent with Smith et al. (2007a) and Tovée et al. (2003), and as can be seen in Table 2, we found negative, linear relationships between attractiveness judgements and both BMI and WHR. Critically, as can be seen in Table 2, we found that both the slopes and intercept for the single-shot data were not statistically different from those for the multi-body data because the dummy regression parameters were not significantly different from zero (i.e. $\beta_2 = 0.12, p = .28$; $\beta_4 = 0.82, p = .42$ and $\delta = -6.31, p = .19$). Therefore, this analysis supports the idea that no significant differences can be found between multi-body and single-shot studies of human physical attractiveness.

4.0 Discussion

There were no significant differences in the intercepts or slopes for the regressions of attractiveness on BMI and WHR when comparing the single-shot and multi-body experiments, suggesting equivalent levels of agreement between the two paradigms. Therefore it is unlikely that previous laboratory based studies, which usually use some version of the multi-body paradigm, will have been seriously confounded either by the psychophysical biases discussed in the Introduction, or by participants using task strategies and/or reference ranges which are noticeably different from each other. Therefore, these results suggest that both ways of measuring attractiveness judgements are either likely to be broadly representative of real-life mate choice decisions, or, of course equally flawed – the design of this experiment cannot distinguish between these two possibilities.

Although we could not detect statistically significant differences between the two paradigms, there was nevertheless a trend to suggest a potential difference in the pattern of the responses as illustrated in figure 1. There is a sharper gradient in the relationship between the
attractiveness ratings and the physical characteristics for the multi-body conditions, so with more data points (i.e. more bodies to be rated) and a wider range of BMI, the relationship might have become statistically significant. Based on a regression model with only BMI, and its accompanying dummy variables, for an α of 0.05 and power (1-β) ranging between 0.8 – 0.9, power calculations indicate that we would have required 120-160 bodies (over the same BMI range) to obtain such a result. Therefore, even if we were to carry out such a study, the implication is that any difference in the expected effect size between paradigms is rather weak, and would have little impact on day-to-day judgements of attractiveness.

One methodological difference between the single-shot group and the multi-body group is that for the former, data were collected using printed photographs of women’s bodies rather than presenting the images on a computer monitor. Therefore, it is conceivable that this might lead to a difference in how bodies were judged. However, a comparison of data collected with the same set of images using print-outs of body photographs as well as computer displays found no differences in the pattern of ratings when the two modes of presentation were compared (Mo et al. 2014). The current results also suggest that there is no significant difference between using a 2-AFC versus a VAS method of recording attractiveness judgements. Again, a similar result was reported by Tovée et al. (2012), who found no difference in judging bodies for body mass or for health on a scale of 0 to 9 versus using a 2-AFC paradigm.

The results suggest that attractiveness ratings are indeed based on comparison to an internal reference template, like a lookup table, and that the ratings of individual bodies are not substantially influenced in the short term by the range of the physical features within a given image set. An alternative hypothesis is that to be adaptive, attractiveness judgements should be malleable. They should be provisional and relative to the other bodies available at a specific time and subject to change as the range of other bodies in the environment changes.
(i.e. changes in visual diet). There is some evidence for this kind of adaptive change in the gradual adaptation of people’s internal template to a heavier level with the general increase in heavier bodies in Western populations (Robinson and Kirkham, 2013; Oldham and Robinson, 2015) and a shift in preferences towards a lower body size through exposure to thinner bodies on television in rural populations in Nicaragua (Boothroyd et al., 2016). Another example is the differences found in the attractiveness ratings made by people resident in Kwa Zula Natal and people who had recently left that South African province and moved to the UK (Tovée et al., 2006). In this case, there is a significant shift in the ratings of individual bodies made by the migrant group towards the same pattern of preferences shown by long-term residents of the UK. However, these changes appear to be happening over the course of months and do not show the kind of very rapid change needed for the range of physical features in a body set to significantly affect the individual rating of a body. Instead the results reported here suggest that a body may have a relatively stable attractiveness value with a degree of independence relative to the attractiveness of other bodies in an environment. More rapid adaptation to environmental changes in body size or shape have been reported, but these studies have used exposure to extreme examples of a body feature to create short-term perceptual adaptation (Winkler and Rhodes, 2005; Boothroyd, Tovée & Pollett, 2012; Rhodes et al., 2013) and this kind of extreme adapting stimulus is uncommon in the real world. So although in evolutionary terms, it would be adaptive for preferences to change over time to compensate for changes in the environment or movement between environments, these changes should not occur too rapidly or there would be constant fluctuations in preferences. This would disrupt an observer’s ability to judge the attractiveness of the bodies around them by adding significant noise to their judgements. Thus, it would adaptive to have a slower response time in changing body preferences to minimise the effect of short-term fluctuations in the sizes of bodies in the visual diet.
This is not to say that a body’s relative attractiveness in mate selection may not change with changes in the distribution of body types in their environment (so for example, a body may always be a 6 and so be relatively attractive if all the other bodies in an environment are 5s, but it will become relatively less attractive with the addition of bodies who are rated as a 7). In this scenario, changes in judgements of the attractiveness of a particular body will occur with longer term changes to the size and shape of their internal template. This provides a degree of continuity and stability in attractiveness judgements while at the same time allowing for a gradual modification of the judgements to compensate for changes in environment and circumstance.

5.0 Data Availability

All the data used in this study are available at the following url:

https://sites.google.com/site/unnpsych/datasets/Tovee_et_al_EHB_2016_full.csv?attredirects=0&d=1
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Table Legends

Table 1: The Pearson correlations between the mean VAS scores for each image and their probability of being rated attractive, separately for male and female raters, for the single-shot data. All correlations were statistically significant at $p < .005$.

Table 2: The outcome of the dummy regression modelling in which mean VAS scores (the outcome) were predicted by WHR, BMI and dummy variables coding for the single-shot versus the multi-body methodologies.

Figure Legends

Figure 1: A) Examples of stimulus images varying in BMI (~19 and ~25) and WHR (~0.7 and ~0.75). Plots of mean VAS attractiveness per image, averaged across male and female observers, as a function of B) BMI and C) WHR. Red dots with a simple regression line through the data, in red, represent the single-shot data. Blue dots with a simple regression line, in blue, represent the multi-body data. Pink and cyan shaded regions represent the 95% CI for the single-shot and multi-body simple regressions of attractiveness on BMI and WHR respectively. Please note that these confidence intervals are derived individually from these simple regressions, and not the dummy regression model.
Fig. 1
Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Male VAS</th>
<th>Male 2AFC</th>
<th>Female VAS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male 2AFC</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female VAS</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female 2AFC</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explanatory variable</td>
<td>Term in equation</td>
<td>Parameter estimate</td>
<td>t-value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>$\beta_0$</td>
<td>21.36</td>
<td>6.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dummy intercept</td>
<td>$\Delta$</td>
<td>-6.31</td>
<td>-1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI</td>
<td>$\beta_1$</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
<td>-3.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dummy BMI</td>
<td>$\beta_2$</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHR</td>
<td>$\beta_3$</td>
<td>-14.43</td>
<td>-3.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dummy WHR</td>
<td>$\beta_4$</td>
<td>5.16</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>